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Abstract 

In this study, we address the problem of multi-person detection and tracking in 

challenging scenes using sparse stereo information. In each frame, only a sparse set of 

object feature points are extracted. All these feature points are then projected onto a 

plan-view map, and grouped into several clusters by employing the biometric 

information, the optical flow information of object feature points, as well as the width of a 

person. By producing clusters, the location of a possible person can be determined. In 

addition, a Modified Joint Probabilistic Data Association Filter (MJPDAF) is proposed 

for improving the performance of measurements association during the people tracking 

process. Compared to the traditional JPDAF, the methods for the construction of the 

validation matrix and the calculation of association probabilities are improved. 

Experiments on challenging datasets demonstrate that the proposed algorithm is robust 

for people detection and tracking through fixed stereo vision. 
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1. Introduction 

Due to many practical applications [1,2], multi-person detection and tracking has 

attracted much research interest in the area of computer vision. In fact, a great many 

algorithms [1,2] have been proposed over the past decades. However, it remains to 

be a challenging problem on account of complicated surveillance scenes. 

Specifically, in pedestrian detection, the classification-based algorithms are often 

employed [3,4]. However, such methods frequently fail when occlusion exists. 

Besides, they are also very sensitive to the camera’s oblique angle. If the angle 

(Figure 1) changes a lot, the detector has to be retrained before being put  into use. 

For object tracking, a class of successful approach defines multiple people tracking 

to be a global optimization problem over the complete sequence [5-7] and shows 

good results. However, it is highly depends on the performance of the pedestrian 

detector, and it is definitely very time-consuming because all the detection results of 

the pedestrian detector have to be input through the whole sequence. Thus, it  is not 

quite suitable for a real-time surveillance system.  

All the algorithms mentioned above are mainly based on the monocular system, in 

which both occlusion and illumination invariance are difficult to deal with. However, 

when considering a stereo vision system with short baseline, the problems are no longer 

so hard because the 3D information of the surveillance scene can be recovered. To our 

knowledge, although 3D reconstruction is still a challenging problem [8,9] especially for 

surveillance, many stereo algorithms have still been proposed [10-16]. Generally, 3D 

reconstruction can be divided into two categories: one is dense reconstruction; the other 

corresponds to sparse reconstruction. Most existing stereo algorithms are based on dense 
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reconstruction. For instance, in [10], disparity information were employed for tracking a 

rigid object. By using two stereo cameras, people in [11] were detected by employing the 

background subtraction scheme in both depth and color space with the help of blob 

clustering, and tracked by applying color histogram. The biometric information of a 

person was applied for people detection in [13,14]. Meanwhile, the track matching 

process in [13] was achieved by formulating the process as a weighted bipartite graph and 

using a weighted maximum cardinality matching scheme. In addition, ref [16] proposed a 

particle filter algorithm for tracking people in the fused plan-view maps which were 

generated from reconstruction information of multiple stereo cameras. The performance 

of all these dense reconstruction based methods highly depends on the accuracy of the 

depth map. Unfortunately, the existing methods for recovering dense 3D information are 

not reliable enough due to textureless or occlusion even with a high computational cost 

[8]. In general, compared to dense reconstruction, sparse feature points based 

reconstruction are not only more cost effective, but also more accurate [9]. An object 

detection and tracking algorithm based on the sparse depth map was given in [17]. 

However, it only applied the stereo optical flow for object segmentation and tracking, 

which is not suitable for tracking people in complex scenes. In addition, to our 

knowledge, few work have been done on sparse reconstruction based people detection and 

tracking. Hence, it is essential to find an effective and efficient way to address such a 

challenging problem. 

 

1.1 Proposed Contribution 

We present a novel algorithm based on detecting and tracking people through 

fixed stereo vision. In this work, only a sparse set of feature points is extracted at 

each time. The proposed algorithm exhibits two novel features. First,  a new method 

for clustering sparse feature points is proposed for people detection. The biometric 

information, optical flow information corresponding to the sparse feature points, as 

well as person width is employed to assist clustering. Secondly, for people tracking, 

a Modified Joint Probabilistic Data Association Filter (MJPDAF) [18-21] is 

proposed. In MJPDAF, two different validation gates are employed for improving 

the construction of the validation matrix, and the optical flow information is 

incorporated into the calculation of association probabilities. From our experimental 

results, it can be verified that the proposed method for people detection and track ing 

produces excellent results in real-world video data. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, system 

overview is given. In Section 3, preliminaries such as the method of sparse 3D 

feature calculation and the method for making a plan-view map are presented. In 

Section 4, the algorithm for people detection is proposed. In Section 5, method for 

people tracking is given. Experimental evaluations and discussions are presented in 

Section 6, and Section 7 is the conclusion. 

 

2. System Overview 

In this work, we have designed a short baseline binocular stereo vision system, in 

which each camera is placed at an over-head position with an oblique angle. Figure 1 

gives an intuitive graph illustration. Such a installation method can greatly reduce 

occlusion on the image plane. In this work, we assume that there exists a flat ground plane 

in the surveillance scene. Both people detection and tracking are processed and achieved 

on that ground. 
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Figure 1. System Setup 

As shown in Figure 2, the method for people detection and tracking proposed 

here is mainly based on sparse 3D features. People detection problem is  solved by 

clustering sparse feature points. People tracking results are achieved by using the 

information which the cluster set provides. Details of each block in Figure 2 can be 

found in the following sections. 
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Figure 2. Flowchart of people detection and tracking algorithm 

3. Preliminaries 
 

3.1. Sparse 3D Feature Calculation 

In our system, only a sparse set of feature points is required at each time. With the short 

baseline between two cameras, the point correspondence in the two views can be easily 

established. While a variety of methods for obtaining stable correspondences are available 

[8,9], the method proposed in [9] is applied here owing to its good performance.  

By using this method, a set of feature points   , , , 1,...,i i

i i iu v d i N  P P P
 
is then 

achieved. Each point holds a disparity id  and its location ( , )i iu v  in the left rectified 

image. Let   , 1,..., , ,i i i i i

c c c c c ci N X Y Z  P P P  denote the corresponding 3D coordinates 

set in the “camera” reference system, which is given by 

   
, ,

c o c ou
c c c

u v

Z u u Z v vbf
Z X Y

d f f

 
                                                  (1) 

where uf  and vf  are the horizontal and vertical focal length of the left camera, b is the 

length of the baseline, u0 and v0 are the displacement (away from the optic axis) of the 

center of coordinates on the projection screen. 
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3.2. Making a Plan-view Map 

The decision of orthogonally projecting sparse feature points into a plan-view map is 

supported by the fact that people do not tend to be overlapped on the floor plane as much 

as they are in the originally captured images, which is important for the robustness of 

people detection and tracking algorithm. 

To make a plan-view map, we first translate the coordinates of the extracted feature 

points to a “world” reference system which is placed at ground level and parallel to it, 

denoted by Pw.  

In our system, a ROI (region of interest) is defined. As shown in Figure 1, a cuboid 

ROI is applied here. 

A plan-view map divides the region of the floor plane of the ROI into a set of cells of 

fixed size  ,x y  . In this work, the origin of the plan-view coordinate coincides with the 

“world” reference system’s original position. Hence, the cell  ,i ix y  into which the 3D 

point P
i
 is projected can be calculated as 

;i j i j

w x w yx X y Y                                                               (2) 

The set of feature points projected into each cell can be expressed as 

min max min max min max

, ,

[ , ], [ , ], [ , ]

j i j i

w x w yi j

j j j

w w w

X x Y y

X X X Y Y Y Z Z Z

    
  

    

PM                        (3) 

where  min min min, ,X Y Z  and  max max max, ,X Y Z  are two boundary points of the cuboid 

ROI. 

In addition to the plan-view map, we create a height map H , which indicates the 

maximum height of the points projected into each cell ( , )i ix y . Mathematically, it is 

defined to be 

 
,

, argmax
j i

i j

w w
j

Z Z




 

 
P M

H                                                         (4) 

4. People Detection 

On the plan-view map, a person can be simply represented by an ellipse with a unique 

angle of rotation (see Figure 3). The projected points belonging to a person are close to 

each other and should be grouped into clusters to indicate the possible locations of each 

people. However, the number of people located in the ROI is unknown at each time. In 

other words, the number of clusters is not fixed over time. This uncertainty causes a 

critical problem in classical clustering algorithms which require the number of cluster in 

prior. Thus, a novel and effective clustering algorithm is proposed in this section. Such an 

algorithm consists of three steps (see Figure 2), details of each step are described below. 

 

Person width

Person thickness

 

Figure 3. The Projection of a Person from the Top View 

4.1 Bin based Clustering 

In Figure 1, vertical bins are used to make the plan-view map. Meanwhile, those bins 

are also applied for constructing the basic unit of cluster, which called bin-cluster here. 

Feature points projected into the same bin are grouped into a specific bin-cluster 
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 ,i j j i i  P PB M M                                              (5) 

 

4.2 Clustering using Biometric Information 

In this subsection, we try to group bin-clusters based on the fact that the projected 

feature points belonging to a person are close to each other. In other words, if the 

distance between two bin-clusters is small enough, it can be thought that those two 

bin-clusters are from the same person. Then such a clustering problem turns to 

finding a distance threshold to judge whether any two of these bin-clusters are from 

one person or not.  

 

Figure 4. Golden Ratio: the Left One is Vertical, the Other is Horizontal 

The biometric information which has been applied for assisting region clustering 

[13,14] is employed here to tackle this problem. The number   
( ~1.618 ), which 

is known as the Golden Ratio, was employed to build the biometric information of a 

person. Figure 4 shows how a body is segmented using  . As defined in [14], | |aj  

is the height of a human body, | | | |ai aj  , | | | |ah ai  , | | | | | |lo ag ah   . Then 

we can get 3| | | |lo aj  , where | |lo  is the width of the shoulder. In this work, only 

the ratio between the height of a person and the width of its shoulder is used to 

group those bin-clusters into a bio-cluster set O . 

Each bin-cluster iB  is considered as a virtual person with iH  to be its height, and 
3i H  to be its shoulder width. A relationship called adjacent bin-cluster is defined 

as Adjacm nB B , ( m n ), which means mB  is an adjacent bin-cluster of nB , and vice 

versa. Accordingly, we obtain 

 
3

max ,
,

2

m n

m n

Adjacm n


  L L

B B
H H

B B                                   (6) 

where  ,
m m m

x PV y PVx y L
B B B ,  ,

m m

PV PVx yB B  is the location of iB  in the plan-view map. 

Suppose all bin-clusters B  have been grouped into K  bio-clusters 

 , 1,...,i i K O O . For each bio-cluster, 

,Adjacm n m i n i m n      B B B O B O                             (7) 

Similarly, for each pair of different bio-clusters, none of the bio-clusters should meet 

the criteria 

,Adjacm n m i n j m n i j        B B B O B O                       (8) 

 

4.3 Clustering by Optical Flow and Person Width 

Looking into the method discussed in section 4.2, it can be find easily that feature 

points belonging to different people with small distance will be grouped into one cluster, 
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which results in wrongly identifying two people to be one. Two kinds of typical position 

relations between people from the top view are shown in Figure 5. Suppose the feature 

points belonging to each individual person are already grouped together. When the 

distance   3max , 2A Bd h h  (Eq. (6)), person A and B in Figure 5 will be wrongly 

merged, where hA and hB are the height of the corresponding bin-clusters respectively. It 

is reasonable that we set max(hA, hB) as 2.0 meters, because almost every person is lower 

than that. Then we can get   3max , 2 0.236A Bh h    meter. Under normal circumstance, 

a person will not follow another one too close (less than 0.236 meter). As a result, for the 

pedestrian monitoring system, there is no problem if we assume that people with the 

position relation shown in Figure 5(b) will not merged as one person by using the method 

mentioned in Section 4.2. However, the case shown in Figure 5(a) must be seriously 

considered, because people frequently walk together shoulder by shoulder. 

 

 

Figure 5. Typical Position Relations between People from the Top View 

As shown in Figure 6, both optical flow and person width are employed to address 

such a problem. Optical flow is used to incorporate people detection and tracking results 

at time t-1 into the judgment of large bio-cluster at time t. Person width is employed to 

ensure there are no clusters much larger than the size of a real person. Details for how to 

use those two kinds of information are given below. 
 

Bio-cluster set clustering by 

optical flow

Opt-Flow-Clusters    

remain Bio-clusters

clustering by 

person width

splitted Bio-clusters       

remain Bio-clusters       

final cluster set split

nsplit

 

Figure 6. Flowchart of the Method of Clustering by Optical Flow and Person 
Width 

4.4 Clustering by Optical Flow 

Suppose R  persons are tracked at time 1t  , denoted by a set 1tP . Each person 1

i

tP  

holds the feature points belonging to it on the left image plane. In this paper, only the 

feature points at time 1t   are considered, denoted by 1
i

tP
P

. The optical flow for 1
i

tP
P

 is 

calculated by using the iterative Lucas-Kanade method with pyramids.  1
i

tP
PF  is the 

corresponding points set of 1
i

tP
P

 after the process of optical flow. Then the convex hull 

  1
i

tP
PV F  of each optical flow points set is calculated [22]. Feature points located in 

  1
i

tP
PV F  will be assigned a ID with the value i . Once the feature points are 

projected, the bin-cluster is assigned with the same ID as the corresponding feature points. 

Bin-clusters with more than one ID are out of the consideration. Finally, the convex hulls 
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of bin-clusters with the same ID are also calculated on the plan-view map. Bin-clusters 

located in each hulls will be given a new ID, which is equal to the ID corresponding to the 

convex hull. Up to now, each bin-cluster has been assigned a unique ID, which signifies 

which person it may belong to. 

Figure 7 gives the illustration of this method. The solid circles stand for the feature 

points, and the hollow circles denote the points generated by the optical flow. As shown 

in Figure 7(b), points in the optical flow convex hulls are assigned one or more ID. As 

discussed above, bin-clusters with more than one ID are out of consideration when 

constructing convex hulls on the plan-view map (see Figure 7(c-d)). Finally, all the bin-

clusters located in the same convex hulls are labeled with a unique ID in Figure 7(d). 

 

 

Figure 7. Processing Steps for Labeling Bin-clusters at Time t using the 
Optical Flow Information 

For convenience, a new concept named optical-flow-projection-cluster (OFPC) is 

defined here. For each bio-cluster iO , all the bin-clusters belonging to it with the same 

ID constitute an OFPC. The OFPC set for iO  is denoted by iO
OFP . Suppose 

i i

c 
O O

OFP OFP , then the superscript c  equals to the value of the ID which the 

corresponding OFPC holds. Now we get 

 ,
j

i

c j j iID c  B

O
OFP B B O                                                    (9) 

where 
j

IDB  is the ID of the bin-cluster jB . Assuming there are B  bin-clusters in 

i

c

O
OFP . The distance between a bin-cluster jB  and i

c

O
OFP  is given by 

 , min , , 1,...,
k

cj
i

i

j c k B
 

  
 

L L
OFP

O

B
B

O
B OFPD                                   (10) 

where i

k c
O

B OFP ,  ,
k

c k k
i

x PV y PVx y L
OF
O

B
B B , which is the location of the k

th
 bin-cluster 

belonging to i

c

O
OFP . Similarly, the distance between jB  and iO

OFP  is defined as 

    , min , , 1,...,i i

j j k k P 
O O

B OFP B OFPD D                             (11) 

where P  is the number of OFPC that iO
OFP  contains. 
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Considering a bio-cluster iO , if 1P  , and there are less than 
1  bin-clusters jB  

which satisfy the condition   2, i

j 
O

B OFPD , where j iB O . Then we can draw the 

conclusion that iO  needs to be divided into P  opt-flow-clusters, denoted by OF . The 

corresponding splitting method is presented below: 

Given the bio-cluster iO , i

i
O

OFP O . 

(1) Create P  opt-flow-clusters  , 1,...i i

k k P 
O O

OF OF , i i

k k
O O

OF OFP . 

(2) Considering each bin-cluster jB , i

j i j  
O

B O B OFP . Add jB  to i

m

O
OF , 

where   argmin , , 1,...,i

j k

m k

m k P


 
O

B OFD . 

The calculation of the distance between a bin-cluster and an opt-flow-cluster is the 

same as the method defined in Eq. (10). Finally, we get a set of opt-flow-clusters 

 i
O

OF OF , where iO  is the bio-cluster which meet splitting conditions. 

For other bio-clusters which do not meet such conditions, another judgment is 

proposed in the following subsection. 

 

4.5 Clustering by Person Width 

As seen in Figure 3, a person can be simply represented by an ellipse with a unique 

angle of rotation from the top view. The algorithm used in [23] is applied here for 

calculating an ellipse. As shown in Figure 8(b), the fitting algorithm performs well even 

there are some noise points (pointed by the arrow) in the cluster. Take the bio-cluster iO  

for example, the ellipse for iO  is shown in Figure 8(a). The long axis of the ellipse is 

employed as the width of the bio-cluster, denoted by a , and the short axis is applied as 

the thickness b . Both the width and thickness are measured in cell with a fixed size 

 ,x y  . The real length of a  and b , denoted by cw  and ct , which are measured in 

meter, can be calculated as 

   

   

22

22

cos sin

sin cos

x y

x y

cw a a

ct b b

   

   


 


  


                                                (12) 

where   is the rotation angle. 

 

Figure 8. (a) Ellipse Fitting, (b) Ellipse Fitting Examples 

As discussed in subsection 4.3, the feature points belonging to people with the similar 

position relation shown in Figure 5(b) will not construct a large cluster. Thus, with the 

width and the thickness information, only the width of a bio-cluster is applied for judging 

whether a remain cluster is large or not. To improve system's robustness, the optical flow 
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information is also incorporated into the judgment. The number S , which signifies how 

many small bio-clusters should be constructed from the corresponding large bio-cluster, 

can be calculated as 

  31
max , ,

0

xcw W cw W
S P cw W f f x

elseW

      
        

  

                          (13) 

where W  is the width of a person, P  is the number of OPFC belonging to this bio-

cluster. If 1S  , then iO  needs to be divided into S  small bio-clusters using the splitting 

method presented below: 

Given the bio-cluster iO , j iB O . 

(1) Define a point set  
j j i P L
B B O . 

(2) Employ K-means algorithm (use kmeans++ center [24] ) to divide P  into S  plan-

view clusters. 

(3) Bin-clusters corresponding to each plan-view cluster are combined to be a new bio-

cluster. 

Both the splitting judgment and the splitting method mentioned above are iteratively 

repeated until no more bio-clusters can meet the conditions for splitting. 

Till now, clusters we’ve got consist of the opt-flow-clusters OF , the splitted bio-

clusters splitO , and the remain bio-clusters which do not satisfy any splitting condition, 

denoted by nsplitO . All these clusters constitute the final cluster set 

 , ,split nsplitC OF O O , while clusters with less than 5 bin-clusters are ignored. 

For each cluster iC , the width icw
C

 and thickness ict
C

 are calculated. The center of the 

corresponding ellipse measured in cell is employed as the cluster location on the plan-

view map, denoted by 
i

L
C . The OFPC set of iC  is denoted by iC

OFP . In addition, 

feature points on the left image plane which have been projected into iC  are represented 

as 
i

P
C , and the convex hull  

i

P
CV  of 

i

P
C

 
is also calculated. Finally, by employing the 

method used in [25], the corresponding color histogram iC
  is given by 

 0

1

[ ]i

n
u i

i

i

D k b u
h




 
   

 


x x
x x

C
                                                (14) 

where 0D  is a normalization constant, u  is the index of the histogram bin, h  is the scale 

of the bounding box of 
i

P
C , x  is the center of the bounding box, n  is the number of the 

pixels located in the area of  
i

P
CV , and ix  represents the corresponding pixel location. 

Details for the function  ib x x  can be found in [25].  k x  is a kernel function, which 

is defined as 

 
  211

2
2 1 1

0

dc d
k

otherwise

   
 


x x
x                                               (15) 

where dc  is the volume of the unit d -dimensional sphere. 

 

4.6 People Localization 

The people tracking block described in Section 0 assigns several clusters to people in 

tracking process. Suppose i

tC  is one of the remain clusters at time t . Considering R  
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persons are tracked, 
j

tPC  is the cluster assigned to the j
th
 person. If i

tC  satisfies the 

condition 

 0 1 0 1̀ , , 1,...
j

t
i i
t t

i

tW cw W T ct T T j R          
P

C C
C CD , 

the cluster
 

i

tC
 
will be considered as a new target, where T  is the thickness of a person, 

0  and 
1  can be set to 1.3 and 0.7 respectively, and  ,

j
ti

t

PC CD  is defined as the 

distance between cluster centers. 

 

5. People Tracking 

In our system, when a person is totally occluded by another one or no feature points 

belonging to this person are detected, cluster corresponding to this person will disappear. 

In addition, feature points belonging to one person may be projected into more than one 

cluster because of error projection (the precision of the 3D location will get worse and 

worse with the increase of the distance between people and camera). Due to this, there 

may be no measurements or multiple measurements for a single person. To solve this 

problem during the tracking process, MJPDAF is proposed here. The JPDAF [18] is an 

existing extension to the PDAF [21], which has shown to be very effective in handling 

clutter and missed detections [18-20]. 

Considering R  persons are tracked. Let       1 ,...,
tmt t tZ z z  denote the 

measurement set which consists of all clusters detected at time t , where  
j

j tt z L
C , 

tm  

equals to the number of clusters we’ve got at time t . 

The main difference between the MJPDAF and JPDAF is the method for constructing 

the validation matrix and calculating the association probabilities. We mainly discuss the 

difference below. Details for other information of JPDAF can be found in [18]. 

Traditionally, the following validation matrix is defined [18] 
' ' , 1,..., , 0,1,...,t ji tj m i R    Ω                                         (16) 

with binary elements to indicate if measurement j  lies in the valid area for target i . 

Normally, the valid area is a “g-sigma” ellipsoid  1i i

j j G γ S γ , where i

jγ  is the 

innovation vector [18], S  is the covariance matrix [18], G  is the validation gate. Index 

i =0 stands for “no target” and the corresponding column of '

tΩ  has all units (each 

measurement could have originated from clutter or false alarm). 

A proper validation gate helps to filter out most of the measurements which are not 

originated from a specific person. However, in this study, due to the noise of 3D 

reconstruction, locations of clusters are not stable enough. Some valid measurements may 

be wrongly discarded if only one gate is employed. Therefore, in MJPDAF, two different 

validation gates are defined, denoted by 0G  and 1G , 0 1G G  

(    0 11.0,6.0 , 6.1,70.0G G   based on experience). Those measurements localised in the 

small validation gate are considered to be credible, but those localised between 0G  and 

1G  cannot be easily seen as valid measurements for a person. To solve such a problem, 

both the color and optical flow information of clusters are taken into consideration. In the 

following, details for the MJPDAF are given. 

In MJPDAF, the validation matrix t ji   Ω  holds the same structure as '

tΩ . Steps 

for constructing tΩ  are presented below: 
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Given information of each person at time 1t  , the clusters  , 1,...,j

t t tj m C C , j

tC  is 

the cluster corresponding to  j tz . 

(1) Initialize 
tΩ , set 0 1, 0, 1,..., , 1,...j ji tj m i R     . 

(2) If the measurement  j tz  lies in the small validation gate 
0G , two cases are 

considered: 

a) If 4

i

tnm  , we set 1ji  , where i

tnm  means that measurements originated 

from iP  are not detected in the past i

tnm  consecutive frames. 

b) If 4 0.7 0.7j j
t t

i

tnm cw W ct T    
C C

, ji  is set as 1, and 0j  is set as 0, 

which means  j tz  cannot be a noise measure for iP . 

(3) When the measurement  j tz  lies in 
1G , but out of 

0G , and 4

i

tnm  , if  j tz
 

satisfies the condition 

      50.5 ,j j i
t t

i j

t   
C C P

OFP C  PN PN L , 

then ji  is set as 1.  j
t

i

C
OFPPN  is the number of the feature points projected into 

j
t

i

C
OFP , and j

t

i

C
OFP  is the OFPC with the ID i  corresponding to iP .  j

tCPN  is the 

number of the feature points projected into j

tC . iP
  is the color histogram of iP  which 

was calculated when it was first detected, using the same method as i
tC

  (Eq. (14)). The 

likelihood between i
tC

  and iP
  is given as 

 ,i i i i
t t

u u

u
C P C P

   L                                                     (17) 

Suppose i

j  is the traditional association probability, which denotes the probability 

that the measurement  j tz  belongs to iP . To introduce cluster association probability 

between consecutive frames in the image space into measurement association, the optical 

flow information is employed here. The newly defined association probability is given by 

  1 1i new ij i

j opt jD P                                                          (18) 

where 1D  is a normalization constant, and ij

optP  is the cluster association probability 

calculated by using the optical information in the image space, which is given by 

   j
t

ij i j

opt tP 
C

OFP CPN PN                                                    (19) 

After the process of MJPDAF, the information for each person iP  needs to be 

updated. If no measurements originated from iP  are detected, we set 
i

tP
P

=  1
i

tP
PF  

when 4

i

tnm  . On the contrary, if iP  owns valid measurements at time t , let i new

m  
denote the maximum association probability and i new

n  represent the second maximum 

one, m n , then two different cases are considered: 

a) If 0i new

m  , the feature points projected into m

tC  are assigned to iP  as new 

feature points at time t . 

b) If 6

i new i new

n m   , both the feature points belong to m

tC  and n

tC
 
are assigned to 

iP . 
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6. Experiments 

To the best of our knowledge, there are few public databases prepared for testing 

algorithms based on the short baseline binocular system. So we collected several 

challenging video sequence sets from our own stereo vision system. Our stereo vision 

system consists of two cameras with approximate parallel optical axes (Figure 1). All the 

challenging video sequence sets are captured at 25 frames per second with resolution 

704x576. 

 

 

Figure 9. Scenes for Experiments 

Two different outdoor scenes are taken into our consideration. First, Scene 1, as shown 

in Figure 9, the binocular system is mounted 2.5 meters high from the ground with a small 

oblique angle (about 15 degree), and the baseline is about 1m. The pathway is set to be 

the surveillance ROI. Due to small oblique angle, it is more challenging when multi-

people appears in the ROI, because persons far away from the camera will be frequently 

and seriously occluded by humans close to the stereo vision system. Second, in the Scene 

2, our stereo vision system is placed at a rather high position with a large oblique angle 

(about 3 meters high, 50 degree), and the baseline is shorter (about 50cm). Thus, people 

can hardly be wholly occluded, then corresponding feature points belonging to partly 

occluded people can be extracted. From this point, it is more suitable for multi-people 

tracking than Scene 1. However, it is still quite challenging for existed detection and 

tracking algorithms. In addition, challenges such as illumination variation, shadow 

interference often happen in this Scene. 

In the following, we will mainly discuss the performance of our approach dealing with 

single person detection and tracking, multi-person detection and tracking with and 

without large pose changes. Several captures of the detection and tracking results and 

some quantitative analysis of our method are given. 

For comparison, we implemented HJRMT (Hypergraphs for Joint Multi-View 

Reconstruction and Multi-Object Tracking) [7]. It has been proved that HJRMT achieved 

results which significantly exceed the current state of the art by testing on the PETS 2009 

dataset, even if detections from only one view were used [7]. In this paper, comparisons 

between our method and HJRMT of Scene 1 are given (object detector in Scene 2 

performs poorly due to the large oblique angle). Specifically, only detections from the left 

view are employed for HJRMT (small difference between the two views of our system). 

For object detection, we also use discriminatively trained deformable part models [26] as 

HJRMT did in [7]. For the corresponding detection code, we use the version provided by 

OpenCV Library [Available at http://opencv.org/]. 

 

6.1 Setting Parameters 

The width of a person W  is set as 0.4 meter, and the thickness T  is set as 0.3 meter. 

1 , 2  and 3  mentioned in Section 4.3 are set as 8, 0.2W  and 0.75 respectively. In 

addition, we set 4 10  , 5 0.7   and 6 0.7  , which are mentioned in Section 5. The 

cell size of the plan-view map is set as  0.02,0.01  measured in meter. The ratio   
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defined in Eq. (18) is set as 0.5. It is worth emphasising that all these parameters are kept 

for all experiments. For ROI, with the same “world” reference system which is shown in 

Figure 1, we set  0,14X  ,  0,2.8Y  ,  0.2,2Z for Scene 1 (measured in meter), and 

 0,6.5X  ,  0,3.5Y  ,  0.2,2Z  for Scene 2. 

 

6.2 Experimental Results 

 

 

Figure 10. People Density for Each Sequence Set 

Table 1 lists the information of all 6 testing sequence sets. The first four sequence sets 

are captured from Scene 1 and the last two from Scene 2. In addition, Figure 10 gives a 

quantitative analysis of people density for each sequence set. 

Table 1. Information of Testing Sequence Sets 

Name Brief Total Frames 

SP_WE_S1 Single person, walking erect 26591 

SP_RE_S1 Single person, running erect 5208 

MP_WE_SBS_S1 Multi-person, walking erect, shoulder by shoulder 12489 

MP_WE_S1 Multi-person, walking erect 23970 

MP_WE_S2 Multi-person, walking erect 22492 

MP_WPC_S2 Multi-person, some people change their poses 5492 

 

6.2.1. Single Person Experiments: As shown in Figure 11, a single person can be robustly 

detected and tracked using our method. The hollow circles on the image plane denote the 

locations of target’s optical flow points, and the solid circles correspond to the target’s 

feature points (see Figure 12). As shown in Figure 11-Figure 15, all points on the 

background are filtered out by using the preset ROI and the people detection method 

proposed here. Each white image, located on the left side of the left rectified image, is the 

plan-view image corresponding to the plan-view map. Each cell of the plan-view map 

corresponds to a pixel on the plan-view image. The rectangle with a greater size 

represents the boundary of the ROI projected onto the plan-view map. For convenience, 

each plan-view image is resized into an appropriate size for showing. The small rectangle 

on the upper left stands for the area on the plan-view map projected by a cube with the 
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volume 31m  corresponds to the “world” reference system. This rectangle is applied here 

for demonstrating the real size of the corresponding plan-view image before scaling. 

 

Figure 11. Single Person Detection and Tracking Result (captures for 
SP_WE_S1, SP_RE_S1) 

Owing to our improved MJPDAF, in which both optical flow and color information are 

used, our method performs well even when people running through the ROI (See row 3-4 

in Figure 11). Specifically, as shown in the first three images in the 3
rd

 row, even the 

person keeps changing his moving direction while running, our method can still perform 

very well. 

As shown in the first row in Figure 11, HJRMT performs well when people walk 

straightly. However, when people change their directions while walking, HJRMT often 

fails. What is worse, HJRMT even does not start to track when people run very fast. That 

is mainly because the object detector [26] frequently fail to detect people when the pose 

of people changes too much while running. 

 

Figure 12. Multi-person Detection and Tracking Result (captures for 
MP_WE_SBS_S1) 

6.2.2 Multi-person Detection and Tracking: Most object detection and tracking 

algorithms are sensitive to the distance between objects, i.e., they may regard different 

objects as a single one when they are close to each other. In this subsection, we show the 

performance of HJRMT and our algorithm under this condition (see Figure 12). For 

HJRMT, Identity Switches (IDS) often happens. However, as we can see, our algorithm 

can successfully finish detection and tracking. This means, by clustering the feature points 

using optical flow and person width, we have successfully resolved the problem occurred 

in Figure 5. Besides the results shown in Figure 12, targets 1-3 shown in frame #12030 

(2
nd

 row in Figure 14) are also well detected and tracked though they are walking closely. 
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Figure 13. Multi-person Detection and Tracking Result (Captures for 
MP_WE_S1) 

For a multi-person detection and tracking system, the occlusion among persons is very 

common yet challenging. We try to solve this problem by projecting the feature points 

onto a plan-view map. However, sometimes few feature points belonging to targets, even 

no feature points can be detected because of severe occlusion. Such a problem may affect 

the performance of our algorithm. Therefore, the sequence sets MP_WE_S1 and 

MP_WE_S2 are collected for testing. 

As seen in Figure 13, HJRMT does not perform very well (IDS, and Track Fragments). 

The prime reason for the poor performance is that HJRMT is quite sensitive to the 

detection accuracy (the image coordination of the detection is employed to localise the 

target location in the “world” reference system), and it becomes more sensitive when 

target moves far away from our binocular system. In addition, the detector [26] often fail 

in such challenging scenes (severe occlusion), or cannot produce detections accurate 

enough. In contrast to HJRMT, our method achieves better results. As shown in the 1
st
 

row in Figure 13, let us focus on the target which the arrow points to. Notice that although 

part of this target is visible in the image captured from the left camera, it has already been 

wholly occluded in the view of the right camera. This leading to no detection of feature 

points from frame #1409 to #1417. However, our algorithm successfully associates the 

target in frame #1418 owing to optical flow information. Since frame #1420, due to the 

failure in the target’s detection of feature points, only the prediction scheme of JPDA can 

be used through frame #1420 to #1433. Unfortunately, the trajectory has already begun to 

deviate from the real path. Nevertheless, our algorithm performs well by using color 

information when feature points are detected, though the new detection is out of the range 

of the small validation gate. Captures in the 2
nd

 row of Figure 13 show the robustness of 

our algorithm for dealing with the problem of cross walk, even one of the targets (target 2 

in frame #1948, target 2 in frame #2838) is wholly occluded during the process.  
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Figure 14. Multi-person Detection and Tracking Result (Captures for 
MP_WE_S2) 

As shown in Figure 13 and Figure 14, our algorithm perform well when multi-person 

appear in the surveillance ROI. However, from several frames such as #6254 and #8222 

in Figure 13, it can be discovered that the trajectories are sometimes not smooth enough. 

This is mainly because feature points are not stable when the corresponding person is 

frequently occluded. Such a problem seldom happens in Scene 2 due to the installation 

attributions (relatively large height, oblique angle and short baseline), as shown in Figure 

14. 

 

Figure 15. Multi-person Detection and Tracking Result (Captures for 
MP_WPC_S2) 

Throughout our detection and tracking method, it can be easily found that the biometric 

information plays an essential role. In addition, people are supposed to walk erect (ellipse 

assumption from the top view). Thus, it is of great importance to check if our method can 

perform well when people change poses while walking. As shown in Figure 15 and frame 

#15356 in Figure 14, targets can be robustly tracked even they are getting down or 

bending over .etc. Specifically, it is the most challenging in frame #4602 in Figure 15, 

because a person changes its pose greatly. Generally speaking, our algorithm can 

successfully deal with such challenging scenarios mainly owing to the proposed clustering 

method with the help of optical flow information. 

Scenes with illumination variation, shadow interference are very challenging for 

tracking algorithms[1,2]. Thanks to the robustness of sparse feature points, our algorithm 

performs well even such challenging things always happen in Scene 2 (Figure 14, Figure 

15). 
 

6.2.3 Quantitative Result: Some quantitative results of our method for each testing 

sequence set are shown in Table 2. Metrics consist of Ground Truth (GT), Mostly Tracked 

(MT), Partly Tracked (PT), Mostly Lost (ML), Track Fragments (FM) and Identity 

Switches (IDS) [6] are employed here. 
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Table 2. Quantitative Result for Each Sequence Set 

Sequence GT[%] MT[%] PT[%] ML[%] Frag IDS 

SP_WE_S1 55 100.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 

SP_RE_S1 23 100.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 

MP_WE_SBS_S1 44 100.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 

MP_WE_S1 153 98.69 1.31 0.0 7 4 

MP_WE_S2 232 96.12 3.88 0.0 19 6 

MP_WPC_S2 40 95.0 5.0 0.0 4 3 

 

7. Conclusions 

In this paper, we present a new method for people detection and tracking through fixed 

stereo vision. Concerning robustness and efficiency, only a sparse set of object feature 

points are extracted. The biometric and optical flow information, as well as the width of a 

person is used to group 3D feature points into several clusters, with each cluster 

corresponding to a potential person. To enhance the robustness of the method for people 

tracking, the MJPDAF is proposed here. By testing our algorithm in complex scenes, 

experimental results show that our algorithm is effective to solve the challenging 

detection and tracking problems, even when a target disappears from camera views for a 

short while. In future, we will make efforts to further enhance the system robustness, and 

try to tracking multi-person in scenes full of obstacles (e.g. office). 
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